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Color	  encodes	  
number	  of	  training	  
examples	  in	  similar	  
body	  poses.	  

Input  Video Estimated Body Pose  

•  Transient poses are rare not due to dataset bias but 
due to their low frequency in people’s reperertoires 
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state-of-the-art detector of Park and Ramanan 2011 
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Estimate 2D  body pose of 
humans in unconstrained  
monocular video sequences: 
arbitrary clothing, illumination, 
background clutter, camera 
motion.  
Desired output:  
•  stick-like body part pose  
•  detailed part segmentation. 
We target unusual body pose 
configurations, often missed 
by pose detectors. 

Challenge: Unusual Body Poses 

Detectors fail under unusual body pose… 

…optical flow fails under large body motion… 

…but unusual poses are often poses under large motion! 

The distribution of human body poses has:  
•   few frequently re-occurring poses (red points in the 

diagram)  
•  lots of rare poses (blue points in the diagram).  

Each unusual body pose has 
few training exemplars. As 
such, it is hard to learn its 
appearance statistics.  

Body pose manifold. 
•  Each point represents a labeled pose exemplar.  
•  Color represents number of neighbors in the body  
     pose configuration. 
•  Lots of blue points: long tails of the human body pose distribution. 
•  We visualize labeled exemplars using the first two spectral eigenvectors of their affinity matrix computed 

based on similarity in labeled body joint configuration. 

Lower body parts are hard to track 
because: 
•  They are small and often lost in 

coarse levels of image pyramid. 
•  They move fast and their large 

motion cannot be recovered from 
fine pyramid levels. 

•  Descriptor matches often slide along 
body part axis (aperture). 

•  Unusual poses are 
often transient poses.  

•  People stay little time in 
a transient pose. 

•  Hard to harvest training 
exemplars for transient 
poses. 

    per frame estimated motion from optical flow 

detectability	   trackability	  

	  
	  
	  

Pose from Flow 
Idea: Under unusual transient body pose, motion estimates, though inaccurate, 
can often segment the lower body parts from their surrounding interior or exterior 
clutter. (regime in green)  
‘’Strike a segment’’ approach: detect unusual body poses by motion 
segmentation and matching to exemplars in frames with large motion. 
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Segmenting a fast moving body pose 

4.  Hypothesize body joints at the endpoints of image segments 
and match against close in body configuration exemplars. 
Matching score is a weighted sum of: 
•  Skin color. 
•  Motion normalized cut score. 
•  Chamfer matching on body part contours. 
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3.  Compute a constrained spectral 
clustering in           .  
•  Optimize via multiscale partitioning: 

Start with large number of clusters 
and iteratively re-compute motion 
affinities using larger region support. 

Asteer

K = 70 K = 40 K = 20 K = 10

1.  Given a video frame, compute motion affinities                             
     between image regions according to: 
•  Motion of overlapping with them point trajectories. 
•  Affine image motion for regions that do not overlap with trajectories. 
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2.  Compute the most temporally coherent shoulder sequence in the video.  
Set repulsions      between regions in the foreground and background of the 
shoulder detection    . Steer (cancel) affinities on repulsive links. 
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Articulated Optical Flow: Estimating motion in two granularities: 
•  Point-wise non-parametric  motion displacements 
•  Affine, kinematically constrained body part motion displacements, constrained using the detected 

body joints (elbows) 

wrists	  elbows	  

 Experiments  	  
	  
	  

We use 15 sequences of the “Friends” dataset, in which at least one frame has pose under  
large motion.  

•  In green: the frame where pose is detected by motion segmentation. 
•  In red: the frames where pose is propagated via articulated flow. 

Articulated flow 

Affine fitting to 
”bottom-up” flow 

vectors 

Flow from Pose  

1.  We compute optical flow  and measure reliability of optical flow vectors using forward-backward 
consistency check. 

2.   Reliable flow vectors,  
in pink 

and constrain the motion 
hypotheses for     . 

•  propagate the 
•  estimate the affine motion 
•  estimate the new joint location  

3.  We exhaustively 
enumerate affine deformation 
hypotheses for the lower arm 
that are connected to the 
displaced elbow and do not 
intersect with the background 
mask. We evaluate the 
hypotheses using gaussian 
mixture color model and 
Chamfer matching on the 
contours of the lower arm. 
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